Regulations “Cortina Adrenalin Park”
Junior Adventure Park

1. Access to the Junior Adventure Park (Park from this point onwards) is allowed only to children
under 120 cm tall, in possession of a ticket and accompanied by a person over 18 constantly
monitoring their behaviour, making sure that it conforms with the regulations of the Park.
In the absence of the responsible adult, under age participants will be required
to leave the Park.
Ticket includes: access to the Park for a maximum of two hours and a half following entrance
time, use of personal protective equipment (PPE: helmet).
The last access to the Park is one hour before closing time and does not entail a reduction in the
price of the ticket.
When it rains, activity in the Park can continue normally. If there is a storm, staff decides
whether to close the Park or not; if we close, only the visitors having spent less than one hour in
the Park will receive a free entry for the following day.
2. No assistance is provided in the Park.
3. The adult (over 18) chaperon must establish, thereby assuming responsibility for it, whether the
child is fit to go on the courses, making sure that the courses are not too difficult and that the
child is wearing the helmet at all times.
4. The chaperon is responsible for the proper use of the courses and for any damage caused to the
courses and/or to third parties.
5. Appropriate footwear (gym or trekking shoes) is compulsory.
6. Direction reserves the right to discourage children and chaperons from accessing the courses if
they consider them unfit to do so.
7. Chaperons are responsible for the children’s compliance with the recommendations and
instructions signposted next to every piece of apparatus. At the start of each crossing, both in
and outside the platform, there is a photograph showing the right way to tackle the crossing, so
that child and chaperon can decide whether to go on it or not.
8. Each crossing can be engaged only by one child at a time; platforms cannot hold more than two
children simultaneously.
9. It is forbidden to jump or walk on the protection nets and to swing or shake the crossings on
purpose.

10. It is forbidden to throw stones and/or objects, paper or any other kind of rubbish on the
ground.
11. It is strictly forbidden to smoke or urinate inside the Park.
12. Anyone failing to comply with these regulations or behaving in a dangerous way, exposing
themselves or others to risk or causing problems to third parties, will be required to leave the
Park, at the incontestable discretion of the staff.
13. Participants and attendants should be aware of the risk of suffering from light wounds inside
the Park. The Park is set in a natural environment; you could come in contact with insects,
resins, jutting branches etc., as well as with the structures of the Park itself, and incur slight
damage.
You cannot leave the Park to play elsewhere while wearing the helmet. When you return your
helmet, the activity is considered over, even if you have not used all the time at your disposal.
Injuries must be declared in writing before handing back the equipment; once you have
returned your equipment, injuries can no longer be imputed to activities that took place inside
the Park.
14. It is strictly forbidden to enter the Park during closing times.
15. Our animal friends are not allowed in the Park, not even on a leash.
16. We disclaim any liability in case these rules are not observed.

Remember : you are the only responsible for your children’s safety: make sure they use the courses
the best possible way! Read our regulations carefully and stick to them: that way you’ll get top fun and
top security!

